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Abstract 
 
With News reception room , Face-to-face  and  CCTV forum  of CCTV 
three main case target, pay close attention to the relevant programs 
of Phoenix Satellite TV at the same time, this thesis probe into the 
relevant problems of the communication way of the news talk show from 
the theory category thoroughly. 
 
The thesis probe into the era background of the way of interpersonal 
communication emerge from masses media at first, and summed up four 
mainly impetuses factors: Democratic paces can't be suppressed, the 
society of  post-modernism and popular, social change、market economy 
and media reform. 
 
Then ,the thesis analyze media foundation of masses media introduce 
the way of interpersonal communication, and analyzed the advantage of 
TV talk show compares radio talk show.  
 
Chapter three subdivides the main news talk show emerginged at present , 
fall into three categories: the way that chat and have an informal 
discussion 、 profile type and the way of analyze and arguing . The 
article pays close attention to the value of the way of interpersonal 
communication to the TV news: Excavate the information of the news 
thoroughly, change the appearance of communication of news , promote 
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The four chapter microcosmic analyses the problem :needing paying 
attention to comes from the way of interpersonal communication 
introduces in the TV news program :The true of the news content , and 
good interdynamic of the public opinion . 
 
Chapter five probe into the conflict from the macroscopic between mass 
communication and interpersonal communication, analyzed the conflicts 
of essential characteristic between mass communication and the 
interpersonal communication; the conflicts between economic benefits 
of masses communication and the traditional culture and morals etc of 
interpersonal communication; the conflict between Institutionalized 
mass communication and relatively independent interpersonal 
communication. This chapter attempts to do an exploration to utilize 
the interpersonal communication better for the TV . 
 
The last chapter analyses some questions existing in talk show at 
present, and conjecture the development trend of TV news talk show : 
With the promotion of democracy construction, progress of media's 
reform , involvement of the foreign program, the potentiality of news 
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好了思想准备。 
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我们党早就有 “全党办报”、“群众办报”的方针。1948 年 4 月 2 号，
毛泽东在对《晋绥日报》编辑人员的讲话中讲到，我们的报纸要靠大家来办，
靠全体人民群众来办，靠全党来办，而不能只靠少数人关起门来办。这意味 
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